Evolution of viviparity in squamate reptiles: Reversibility reconsidered.
Viviparity in squamate reptiles is widely recognized as having evolved convergently from oviparity more than 100 times. However, questions persist as to whether reversals from viviparity back to oviparity have ever occurred. Based on a theoretical model, a recent paper (Pyron and Burbrink, 2014) has proposed that viviparity is ancestral for squamates and that viviparity-oviparity reversals have far outnumbered origins of viviparity in reproductive history. Close examination of this analysis reveals features that cast doubt on its plausibility, notably the requirement of repeated, sequential transformations back and forth between these reproductive modes, as well as numerous, uncounted evolutionary transformations that have produced inaccurate estimates of parsimony. Evidence derived from studies of anatomy, physiology, and developmental biology strongly supports the inference that oviparity is ancestral for squamates and has given rise to viviparity on numerous occasions. Biological data provide important insights into the likelihood of evolutionary transformations, and deserve to be incorporated fully into future analyses of the evolution of reproductive modes.